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Honors Convocation Set For April 13t.h
To receive an award in academic nominated by a Student Advisory
The Honor Convocation is scheduled for 11 a. m. , April 13, 1966, in excellence a student must be en- Council and/ or the Director of Corolled in their 7th, !lth or 9th tri- Curricular Activities. These stuthe College Auditorium.
mester; have a cumulative grade dents must meet the minimum reStudents who participated in this point average or 4.4 or better ; and quirements of fifteen co-curricular
convocation are chosen by a joint have been on the Dean's Honor activity service points and be in
committee of faculty and student List with a 4.0 or above for two or good academic standing (3.0 or
representatives from the clubs on more trimesters, and have not above). One activity point is given
campus. The Honors Convocation been honored previously.
for membership in a club, and two
gives recognition to those students
points are given for holding an ofwho. have maintained a high level
To receive an award for outstand- fice in a club.
of scholastic achievement and to ing leadership and ·service a stuthose who have shown outstanding dent must be in their 7th, 8th or Other services for the student
effort in leadership and service to 9th trimester; have not been pre- body which receive credit are listed
the College and their fellow man. viously honored and have been on the enclosed "Co-Curricular Ac-

Dr. Leakey Opens
Lecture Series
Dr. Louis Leakey, world-renowned anthropologist from Nairobi,
Kenya , presented the first in a series of lectures on "The Emergence
of Modern Man," Thursday, March 24, at ITCC-N.
Speaking to a large audience Professor Leakey began his lecture
with a discussion of man's place in the biological classification of animals. Although man is a mammal that belongs to the order Primates,
anthropologists have had difficulty in formulating a definition that will
distinguish the differences between man and non-man. Brain size, upright stance and even speech are not adequate criteria. That man
emerged at that stage of primate evolution when man began to make
tools, in order to alter or modify products for specific purposes, is no
longer an adequate differentiating criteria between man and non-man.

tivity Record" Cards, which are Lois B. Burkin
kept current in the Activities Of- Linda C. Butkus
fice. After graduation the " Co-Cur- Jacquelyne S. Camodeca
ricular Activity Record" becomes 'Lawrence G. Chase
part of the graduate's permanent Barbara M. Deane
file . These records have been val- Lydia R. Erikson
uable in replies to Superintendents Laura Field
and Deans of Graduat programs. Dolores M. Fleischhauer
Sandra G .Friedlander
The following students will re- Charlotte C. Frost
ceive honor awards:
Diana J . Grinker
Debra Marie Hall
ACADEMIC
Patricia A. Healey
Joseph M. Barthel
Gloria K. Holzwarth
Rena Bennett
Renetta M. Kaczor
Mary J. Kipta
Rhoda G. Kurs
Susan J. Levinson
Merle E. Lezak
Judith G. Mccloy
Susan A. Nichols
Ilene C. Pinchuk
Susan E. Prindiville
Alice Psihoda
Barbara J. Sherman
Bertha L. Shraer
Sarah D. Smith
Joan Y. Terry
Esther Treblin
Ulrich G. Vodin
Cheryl Wachholz
Jill R. Wagner
Barbara H. Wells
LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE

In recent years an assistant of Dr. Leakey surprised the scientific
world with proof that chimpanzees made and used tools to procure food
for themselves. This meant that the definition using tools as a criterion
was no longer valid. Man has not yet been able to produce an adequate
definition for man.
Dr. Leakey went on to say that many definitions and theories have
been proven inadequate by the accumulating evidence of recent archeological discoveries. Dr. Leakey's wife 's discovery of the skull of a
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - "proconsul" fossil has shown that
the family of future man separated
1
from the family of apes and gibons
· not less than _25 million years ago.
This means that the closest cousins
of man in the primate order are at
least 2½ million times removed.
The Association for Childhood
The appearance of modern man
Education International is sponsor- in the fossil record now appears to
ing a study conference, April 3-8. have occured 1 to 2 million years
The subject of this conference will a g o. An important conclusion
be "Creative Thinking on Critical reached by Dr. Leakey, on the basNeeds of Children." More than is of his research is that two or
2,500 educators will be involved. more different members of the famGuiding their thinking will be
general session speakers and background lecturers for study gro.ips.

Conlerence
On Needs ol
Children'

There will be interest groups that
the educators may attend. Two
may be chosen from these subjects: Church School Education,
Public Affairs, Research, Teacher
Education, Nursery School Educatiin, Kindergarten Education, Primary Education and Intermediate
Education.
You can register for this conference on an undergraduate level for
$4.50. If you wish to attend only
one day only $1 will be required.
To make your reservations, you
Dr. Louis Leakey
can merely send your money directly to the Palmer House. You ily that have become man had exshould include your choice of ~tudy isted at the same time. This is con
trary to most anthropologists ideas
groups.
of man's beginning, Each type
This should prove very interest- adapted to a different ecologic
ing and informative. Especially to zone and from one, Homo habilis,
modern man evolved. Many of th
Us as future teachers, the time
(Continued on Page 6)
would be well spent.

Carol Snobel
New SKE Sweetheart
By M. J. Del Ciello

Rosemary Achtermeier
Violet Ansemlini
Donald Benson
*Rose Marie Carone
John Champagne
"'Stuart Channon
Marcis Chernow
Joe Cosenza
James Diete
Marilyn Fogel
~'March Fortes
Sandra Friedlander
Karen Jasen
Eileen Kennedy
Mary A. Lopatka
*Rose Lulkin
Alice Mohrman
Lorraine Nash
Herb Nestler
Marilyn O'Leary
~'Janet Olson
Allen Pollack
Theodore Rachofsky
Robert Roberts, Jr.
Mary Seaman
Carol Snobel
Judy Steidele
Bob Schacke
Frank Sesko
*Donna Swiderski
Dierdre Talbot
Ronna Teichman
Dennis Torti
Ronald Wayer
Francine Westinicky

1

guard of honor around them. Then
Carol's court, the misses Judy Pazderski, Gloria Riga, Francine Westinicky and Karen Jasen and their
escorts joined in. Soon the brothers
of the fraternity were cutting in on
Carol
and the rest of her court and
At 11:00, Dr. Moorhead adfinished
the dance.
vanced to the stage and announced
Students who think that they meet
the names of each of the five fithe . above criteria and whose
nalists in the Sweetheart contest.
Dancing then resumed for every- names are not listed for an honor,
After the five girls were on the one. Sonny Page and his orchestra please see Mrs. Zimmerman imstage, Dr. Moorhead proceeded, and provided just the right touch of ro- mediately, in the Activities Office,
announce<tthat Sigma Kappa Epsi- mantic atmosphere for the dance. E 219.
Ion's Sweetheart for 1966 was Miss But then · the countdowns
fourt------------Carol _Snobel. Carol, crying_ and piece co:nbo took over
th
A'M'ENTION STUDENTS
trembling, was presented with a
.
.
e
All
students who are registered
large bouquet of white roses a dance floor at Villa Veruce was
for
the
Student Health Insurance
necklace from the fraternity bro- really rockjng!
Plan
at
Illinois Teachers College
thers as well as other gifts.
Congratulations to the fraternity
Chicago-North must pick up their
As Carol and her escort, Dan for putting on such a successful
Goodwin, danced to "A Pretty Girl dance and moreover, congratula- certification cards in the Activities
is Like a Melody," the brothers of tions to you, Carol, Sweetheart of Oftice - E 219.
the fraternity formed a circular Sigma Kappa Epsilon.
The lights dimmed, the music
faded away and the dance was over.
But an exciting time is just beginning for SKE's new Sweetheart,
Carol Snobel.

:m~
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Weather Word

Program 'Conversation'
1"o Feature Dr. Sachs
'

By Jeffrey Provus
TORNADO WARNINGS P~IBLE
APRIL 10-12, 1966! ! !

On Easter Sunday morning. April 10, at 9:00 A. M., N.B.C. television's program "Conversation" will feature President Jerome Sachs
of Illinois Teachers College Chicago - North. The entire program will
be about ITCC-N and primarily about the field experience courses offered there. Also on the program with Dr. Sachs will be Dr. Donald
Smith, Mrs. Rose Brandzel, Marguerite Dawson, Mary Smyth, Marilynn
Fogel, Frank Sesko, and Shiriey Wilson.

JOIn
• th e Navy . . .

The special features of the program will be films of ITCC-N's
Poet in Residence, Pulitzer Prize
Winner Gwendolyn Brooks reading
poetry to children at Erie House,
and two ITCC-N students, Catherine W. T. Felts, LTJG, USNR of the
Loise and Bonnie Barns, tutoring U. S. Navy will be outside the cafeyoungsters.
teria on April 6 and 7 from 10 a. m.
The program will develop around to 3 p. m . to discuss with any inDr. Sachs opening words, "What is terested students the opportunities
Illinois Teachers College Chicago- for both men and women in Navy
North?"
Officer Programs. Some of the proFor persons who are interested grams available include aviation,
·
·
od
m seemg the pr uction but who congressional liaison, full time
are unable to see it at 9:00 A. M., teaching, research and developApril 10, the program will be re- · ment, intelligence, business adminbroadcasted at 12:45 A. M. on istration, engineering, law, and
._A_pr_i_1_1_a._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,__v_ar_i_ou_s_s_e_a_g_oin_g_b_il_le_t_s._ _ ____,

5ee fhe WQr Id

Left to right: Nancy Gill, an ITCC-N student and teller and the
barik; Dr. John Etten, Associate Professor of Education; Kathy
Finn, a student at l'TCC·N; and Mr. O'Brien, vice-president at
Liberty Federal Savings and Loan.

Just WI.sh for a Scholarsh1·p
The original idea for a scholarship fund was formulated by Dr.
Etten in November, 1965 to financially help student teachers. According to Dr. Etten, the fund was
made available to student taechers
"so that they wouldn't have to carry heavy work loads." The schol-

Pat's Points

N-EWSPAPER
POETRY

arships have been extended to i n - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
elude other ITCC-N students.
About 150-200 companies in the ..,-;,
area have responded after -being .L'
contacted for their financial support. "We are continuing to seek
more money but are most pleased
by our success so far," said D. Etten.
By Sandra Gordon
On April 11, 1966, Frank Glazer, invariably win universal acclaim.
pianist will give a concert in our In great demand also as a chamauditorium (beginning at 8:00 P.M. ber music pianist, he performs and
This will be the sixth and final records regularly with the Fine
concert in the "Evening Concert Arts Quartet and the New York
Series" for 1965-1966.
Woodwind Quintet. His television
Frank Glazes is one of the most and radio appearances have ranged
driving musical individuals of to- from Alaska to Istanbul, from Londay, Having a great rational range don to Buenos Aires, with numerand exceptional vigor, his career ous guest appearances on the NBC
has expanded greatly. "He is Visit- and CBS networks and on those of
ing Professor of Piano at the East- Europe's leading stations. Widely

ran

k G lazer COllCert

se t fiOr Aprl•1 11 lh

Meander randomly through a daily
newspaper, selecting haphazard
words and phrases which capture
your concern. Throw the clippings
into an unsophistocated conglomeration, and again choose randomly the words, listing them in the
order in which they choose to organize. You will then have a masterpiece in a revolution art form
. . . the Da Da Poem. i. e .. ..
TEXAS OIL MAN

Bans free. Choose your thematic London fog.
Most men let wreck Labor.
Snap in.
Singing nonsense if they like,
Unfair after cartridges ripped
by long economy size.
Authorities said developed by
modern civilization,
Lost A bomb in some instances
the city.
Already has reached the virtual in Eureka.
You can downtown. Good idea.
Believed involved talking again,
Upper level babies die. There's
much
Delightful proportions. Funny
thing is he . ..
Meanwhile White Pillars, the
Architecture of the South.
Had hauled furniture. Value .. .
Don't miss his fears confirmed;
committee investigators
Grindle's commission. Men are
beginning to understand.
Isn't tha talone? It's easier
drenching downpour.
For the rapid recovery of ennui play delivery areas.
What in the world happened
with delays? With values .. .

L. S. A. CARNIVAL APRIL 1st

1

From Belvidere, thank goodness authorities said.
Issues rather thar, personalities, the Little Fooler.
True haute couture in shoes.
Chicago value.
The air force dug thousands of
men gather announced plans
For French invented Today's
belong to a union.
An equal opportunity
day.
Madrid, March 20.
Service
TV or not TV, that is
question.
Problems: Few persons are a
vivid sunset tone.
Tonight, must sell,
Practice in both cases
Sundays. Value.
Censorship. • The
Turn inside.
This particular pattern has
radiating the glow.
You are dying of dumbness
and another dumping,
Found. during off-duty hours
worries.
How to clean up a rich man, I
got automatically.
We've created for mind is going to sleep. ·
Six-strand country starts deodorant in the wakes
Of United Service. Six-year old
from the pen
Of Cornelius Ryan.
Chicago slums driving is dis-

man School of Music and Artist-inResidence at Bennett College, Millbrook, New York. He conducts
classes in piano and lectures on
piano literatur~ and 20th century
music, speaks four languages fluently and covers continents with
his concert tours. With leading orchestras in the U. S. and abroad,
tressed,
he has played more than 35 differWake up, for found suburbs.
ent concerts.
Carl Sandburg says.
His recitals are counted among
Value.
the most distinguished of any muPat B:rteldikel sical season and his record albums

Hang on to your hats! This first
half of April is going to be rough.
Heavy rain and severe thunderstorms will sporadically lash the
Chicago area during the period of
March 3oth through April 12th.
April will generally be mild. Ternperatures are expected to be above
normal. Precipitation, 1 predict,
will be a little below normal.
The statistics for April 1966 follow :
Temperatures : mu degrees (1.9
degrees above normal).
Precipitation: 3.02" (.4" below
normal.)
Snowfall : 0"-½" (normal-trace).
The following forecast covers the
period from March 30th through
April 12, 1966.
Very pleasant weather on Wednesday, March 30 , will give way to
a rainy spell on March alst and
April lst. The rain will be heavy
and lightning and thunder will ac·
company the storm. Temperatures
will be in excess of 50 degrees before colder weather sets in after
the storm.
Sunny and cool weather can be
expected on both the 2nd and the
3rd. Temperatures will be above
46 degrees on both days.
Showers and thunderstorms will
soak Chicagoland on either the 4th
or 5th of April. The mercury will
jump above 55 degrees on both
days. Strong winds and some hail
are also a possibility.
Rather cool weather on the 6th
will give way to near normal ternperatures on the 7th and Bth, and
rather mild conditions on the 9th.
Temperatures will range from the
upper 4os at the period's beginning,
to the 60s at its termination. Sunny to par-tly sunny skies will OC·
cur throughout most of the period.
A tornado warning may be posted
during the period of the 10th
through the 12th. Very heavy rain,
some hail, and strong and gusty
winds can be expected generally
throughout the region . You'll see
the thermometer sky-rocket above
60 degrees, then turn colder after
the storm ends.
Baseball Weather

'

known for the uncommon breadth
of his repertoire, Frank Glazer is
at home in every style of music
from that of Bach to compositions
of the contemporary scene which
he champions and performs with
great conviction and skill."
The program Frank Glazer will
perform for ITCC-N is as follows:
Fantasie in C Major,
Op. 17
Schumann
Sonata quasi una fatnasia in
C-Sharp Minor, Op. 'Zl,
No. 2 (Moonlight)
Beethoven

For interested Chicago White Sox
fans , there is a good chance that
the opening home game on April
12th will be postponed because of
rain. Rain will end during the day,
but exactly when, leaves some
doubt in my mind as to whether
the game will be played.
For the statistically minded, my ,
daily accuracy for February 1966
was just shy of 60% (59.6%). January 1966 averaged 66.1%; therefore, the year's average is a respectable 62.9%.
The weather outlook for the Chicago Cub's first home game will
be in the next column. Also, expect
some background information on
tornadoes. Last but not least, the
final daily percentage of March
1966. will be released for aU you
weather watchers ( that means everyone)!

Prelude and Fugue
J. S. Bach
Sonata ( 1924)
Stravinsky
Pictures at an Exhibition
Moussorgsky
Thus, the concert series for this
season will be ending on a superior
note. For this April 11th concert
individual tickets will be sold for
only $1.25 on the fourth floor of the
administration building and from
Miss Ziffrin. A final message for
all of the people who attended and
enjoyed this concert series: there
will b an Evening Concert Series
for 1966-1967.
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INTERIM

Korner

Pa,e ftree

Spring

Sports Lile
by Harry Rossi

Introduction, Catatonia

has

And Death ...

Sprung!

Another trimester is nearing completion and as so many times in
the past our problems will be placed on a shelf to be taken up by someone else at a later time. What do we mean?
In this trimester the INTERIM has taken up several of our college's problems and presented them to students. Usually the articles,
almost every one without fail, aroused one or two people who started
screa~ing, made certains people's hair stand on end, make other
people rant and raye, and then slowly died an agonizing death.
We have pleaded for a little neatness in the lunchroom. Few complied. We have attempted to promote an attitu~e ~f concern for oth_e rs
in the parking lot. Instead we have heard of mc1dents of cars bemg
hit scratched bumped,' etc., and how no one knows how it could ever
ha~e happened. The fire lane on the south end of the school is becoming
a drag strip, with traffic going both ways although there are one-way
signs posted.
We have begged students to protest the curriculum instruction program and exceptionally few have responded.
At the end of this trimester these problems will be forgotten. Next
trimester someone will become annoyed and all these same problems
will go through the same introduction, catatonia and death.

Sports Shorts - Plans are currently being made to have a basketball game between the present varsity team consist ing of men who.
were varsity players when the school was located at the Sabin branch.
The organizer of the Sabin team is Gregory Lopatka, brother of that
GORDON LIED, a sophomore world renowned I. T. C. N. checkroom girl, Mary Lopatka (also the best
here at ITCC-N has been hired as looking). If there is anyone reading this column who was a member of
a fulltime programmer for Chica- the Sabin team please contact Gregory Lopatka, 1009 N. Parkside, 261go's Top FM Station WEFM owned 5288, or. Mr. Ziagos in the gym for information.
by Zenith Radio. He has five proMembers of the Tennis and Golf
grams daily. He'll be working with teams are presently fighting it out '
well known personalities as: Nor- for the starting roles in their reman Barry, George Stone, and spective sports. Mr. Kane tells me
Nick Noble (formerly with NBC). things are beginning to shape up
GRACE IOVENELLI, one of our in both squads.
undergraduates has completed her
Spring is Here - Now that spring
requirements for a diploma in is here our young men's fancies
motherhood at Resurrection Hospi- will turn to thoughts of baseball
tal. When the baby comes, he'll be (what?). This means that the time
has came for the inevitable conwe11 t a ken care of .
MARY JEAN DEL CIELLO is flicts between the Cub fans and
It's unrealistic to label the lncidents as "apathetic'' as has been
f
edd'
. th!> Sox fans. The arguments usual•· .
t th· ·
busy planning or her w mg m
_
.., _
.-,een done so often in the past. Apathy is a lack of interes ; IS Is a November. She's so busy that she ly run something like this :
.
lack of concern. This is but another example of the self-centeredness of gave up a chance to make some
Sox fan ·. How can you still be for such a loser as the Cubs?
_m_a_n_y_of_th_e_m_e_m_b_e_rs_o_four
__st_u_d_e_nt_bod_y_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 money on the Interim. Ah, love!
Cub fan: Well, if the Cubs were in the crummy league that the Sox
MIKE FIRSTEIN, a graduate of are in, they would finish first every year.
our esteemed school is planning on
Sox fan : Oh, Yeah? The Cubs will probably finish in the eleventh
Europe this summer. Sweden is one place this year, and the Sox always finish in the first division.
by Diana Locallo
of the high points of his trip.
Cub fan: Almost only counts in horseshoes.
Sox fan : And look at how cheap the Cubs are. They won't even put
"To ban or not to ban, that is the question." Who may censor music
GREG GOTTSTEIN ,, ano th er
1
t 0 go to Algeria lights in their park.
Or lyrl·cs?. Who has the right to decid>· that which is to be prohibited? gra dua t e Pans
·
F rien
· d' s. Las t
Cub fan: The only reason the Cubs don't have lights is because
Should a radio station eliminiate an "'unsuitable or derogatory record with the American
year he went to Turkey. None of they're in a residential area and the people don't want lights. Besides,
in spite of public demand.
the well-traveled places for him.
Sox Park isn't tiautiful and doesn't have vines.
These questions and many like them have threaded the minds of
GEORGE DERVIS, is another
Sox fan: Oh Yeah!
many pop music enthusiast, and even those not quite so enthusiastic. who is planning on Europe this
Cub fan: Oh Yeah!
Specifically, a song written and sung ~Y Lou Chr~te, a young record- summer. This certainly is the year
So the dialogue g,-,es and where it stops nobody knows. But one thing
ing artist, has been denounced as bemg suggestive and also banned for travel.
I do know is that the Interim would like to extend best wishes to the
by Chicago radio station WLS.
Our art classes are helping the Cubs, Sox and their new managers for the upcoming baseball season.
Reaction to the song and banning have been numerous and varied, Faculty Wives prepare an e n t i c i n g ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - especially in the professional f~eld of popular music. Ross Gentile, of cover for their soon-to-be published
Ross and the Mad-Jestics, who is currently studying at De Paul U., of- cook book. We hope everyone is
.I. i
.I. I
• ~
1,.1.~ '.,!
fered his opinion. "It's a good record, of course anything 1 say will working on this worthwhile effort.
be prejudiced. You see, Lou is a good friend of mine." Ross and
I hope that when you hear of
his band went on tour with Dick Clark two summers ago and got to someone doing something interestknow Lou who was also on tour. Ross commented, "Everyone knew ing that you will contact me and
by Linda Sfreinpek he had potential, all he needed was a good song and I th ink he got we will let others know ,about it. So
his break with his last record "Lightening Strikes."
until next time, Bye!
Tuition tax credit legislation the credit is based on the first
When Ross was asked what he thought of the banning, he replied,
Denise Kelley might well become the basis for $1,500 paid for the student's needs.
The amount of credit is 75 per cent
"What WLS does is their own perogative; however, I feel that the11,,----------------1 solving many financial problems.
success of a record is determined by public demand. This record has
There has been a rapid increase ofthe first $200, 25 per cent of the
picked up in many parts of the country and it seems to be a sure hit
of costs in providing quality educa- next $300, and 10 per cent of the
tion. Increased enrollment, neces- next $1,000. The maximum credit
regardless of banning."
sary increasing faculty salaries, allowable is $325. The credit is subI was then anxious to find out just what makes a hit. One of our
and
general
increases
in expenses
students, Wally Kemp, replied, "It all depends on luck. Not on lyrics
in the
face of
a shrinking
dollar tn:+cted from the amount of taxes
the individual. parents or otheror sound. Some pieces of trash that make number one are not good
have forced annual oper ating budwise would owe.
musically or lyrically."
gets upward at an alarming rate.
Some colleges may take advanIronically enough, now that this song has been torn down and
This increase in costs has been re- tage of this idea, but responsible
ripped to pieces, it will sell like hot cakes. Steve Nakon, fifth trimester
fleeted in steadily rising changes institutions base their tuition and
student bought the record after hearing it one or two times, Steve's reaStudents who qualify for the ad- in tuition and fees.
fee charges on financial needs.
son was that it had a good sound and beat. He defended himself by vance registration are to pick up
There is a solution to this probTuition tax credit is a solution to
denying that he had bought it merely because of the publicity it has materials in the foyer outside the lem. The "tax credit concept" a growing national problem. Its
been receiving, although Steve does believe it will greatly effect record Record Office beginning Monday, promises to provide an answer to benefits are devided fairly and imsales, as in the case of "Louie Louis," a record by the Kingsmen which March 28th. Advance registration the problem. This concept has two partially upon the parents of stuwas banned three years ago and still remains in the top 100 records will begin Monday, April 4th. No- basic elements-the "gift tax cred- dents at all types of institutions. Its
for current sales.
tices concerning this matter have it" and the "tuition tax credit." fruits will serve the national interHowever horribly suggestive and commercialized a thing like this been posted on the various bulletin The former would permit a credit est by helping to provide better edmay seem, what still remains is the fact that Mr. Christie still makes a boards, and these notices include .;gainst the Federal income tax of ucation to more of our young peobig bundle from the whole dirty deal and may come out the better of information as to which students persons making a gift to a college ple, despite rapidly rising costs. It
all of us .
are eligible. General registration or university. The tuition tax credit will strengthen the diversity which
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ; for all other undergraduates will would permit a credit against in- has been the foundation of our edbe held Tuesday, May 3rd.
come taxes of persons paying for ucational excellence.
tuitipn, fees, books, and supplies NOTE: Taken from an address deof the college student.
livered by Oliver Carmichael Jr.,
The tuition tax credit works as Chairman of the Board Associates
follows: Under the Ribicoff Bill, Investment Company.

'To Ban Or Not to Ban'

r,,.u,·t,·on ~ax c-..ndi·t ll!Tarv
Solve Nationa l Problem

Reg ·1strat"1on

News

Advanced
Registration

~ield Experience
Registration

Students wishing to register for
Field Experiences in Human Development for the 8 or 16 week
term should obtain pre-registration
and consent slips from Dr. Ellis in
room 318.

THE!/~

MEMBER

1----------------, ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-(NORTB)
Letter to the Editor

'Only One Point?'
To the F.ditor:
As a reader of your new column,
Pat's Points, written by Pat Brieschke, I can come to only one conclusion: Pat's Points are limited to
the one on top of her head.
Sincerely,
Ralph Campagna

-
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CLUB NEWS
COLLEGIUM
MUSICUM
by Sandra Gordon

On April 1 the Collegium Musicum of ITCC-N will perform a program entitled "Antique e Nuova."
Music from the Baroque, Renaissance, and Modern periods will be
performed , on the recorder, harpsichord , and drum.

You're in for a treat when you
come to the Carnival. See you
there !

Lambda Sigma Alpha already
has most of its April calendar
planned and is now wcrking on the
month of May. The end of April
will bring hell night and the induction of new Sisters to the sorority.
The Mother-Daughter Dinner is now
The Collegium Musicum consists
being planned for the month of
of:
May.
Sopranos: Carl Rix, James Levell, Judy Wendt, and Gordon Lied.
'l'enors: Lois Klewer, Lester Pal-

ORCHESIS

mer, Judy Wendt, Carl Rix, and Jo
Ann Loos.

Wednesday evening, Ap_ril 6, the
Altoes: Ron James, Sue Pifke, auditorium will be graced by 30
,Susan Zangara, Vicki Jaskierski, ladies who will interpret diverse
and Lynn Wilton. ·
dance fypes. Since the performance
Bass : James Levell and Judy was choreographed by the students
Wendt.
themselves, it should prove original
Harpsichord
and exciting. As has been in the
.
Harold Berlmger
past, intensive preparation has been
Director
enacted. Merely ask Sue Ni'chols,
Marilyn
Lhe president of ORCHESIS for veri. J .. Ziffrin
L1ghtmg
ification.
Bob Schacke
Introducing the POTPOURRI of
The program for the concert will
creations will be Ralph Campagna.
consist of the following:
The performance will be at 8 p.m.
Alpine Suite-Descant 1, Descant 2, with the admission being one dol~
Treble .. . . . . .. .... . . .. B. Britten lar.
Heldenmusik .. ... G. P . Telemann
Chromantic Fantasia C. Diomede
Five Pieces from
" Mikrokosmos"
B. Bartok
Art of the Fugue
J . S. Bach
Sonata in C Major
J. Hotteterre
Music of the Baroque
transcribed by E. Katz
Quintet for Recorders " Make a
J oyful Noise .. .. .. . M. J. Ziffrin
(Dedicated to the Collegium Musicum of ITCC-N.)
Danserye published by T. Susato
Scherzo ...... . .. . .. . ... B. Britten

BOWLING
NEWS

there will be dancing sponsored by
the Physical Health Club.

RED CROSS
The Red Cross Service Chapter
at Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North cordialiy invites all students interested in taking part in
planning a program involving such
activities as trips to 'the U. S. Naval Hospital at Great Lakes, to
Hines Hospital in Maywood, and to
various children's hospitals should
meet in A117 at 4 p. m. on Wednesday, March 30. At this time, plans
for the balance of the winter trimester and for the coming spring
trimester will be discussed.

The concert will begin in the library at 8 p. m. There will be limited seating available. Tickets ar e
This group works with the recrebeing sold for only $1. Hurry and
ation directors of these hospitals
obtain yours, for an agreeable garland of music from the 16th to the and helps to entertain patients. On
March 2, the girls spent a most in20th centuries.
teresting and worthwhile evening
at the U. S. Naval Hospital at
Great Lakes, bringing cheer to service men injured in Viet Nam.
April 1 is more than just being
Therefore, if you are interested in
the first day of another month. It
helping your fellowman-and your
is more than just being April Fool's country-come to Room A117, at 4
Day. Most important it is the day p. m. , on March 30 and help set up
of Lambda Sigma Alpha's Annual the most appropriate programs for
the future of this most worthy orPenny Carnival!
ganization.
The A Lounge will be the scene
of the Carnival from 9:00 a.m. to
4:15 p.m. There will be many
games for all to try their skill at
and , of course, win some of the
m.any prizes. As in the past, there ci;;1;r!~:~~~h ~!u~/;!u\:ei:::
will be mounds .of stuffed
animals
th
.
dey, April 7, 1966 at 1:00 p.m. On
th
and o er surprISes at are Just this date, Mr. and Mrs. Guillermo
waiting to be won by for.
Arango will entertain us with "Un
A new attraction this year will mancebo que se caso <'OD una _mube the booth set up for the March jer brava ," a puppet snow in Spanof Dimes. All proceeds from this ish. Mr. and Mrs. Arango, a nearbooth will be given to the March of north side couple, began to make
Dimes Campaign Fund. Be sure to puppets and prepare puppet shows
do your part and suppor t this booth. as a hobby several years ago. This
has, since, developed into a comAt 6:00 p.m., the Carnival will plicated business. "Un mancebo
resume in the Gym, All of the · que se caso. con una mujer brava"
booths and games and prizes will ic; the basis for Shakespeare's
be transported from the A Lounge " Taming of t he Shrew" and for
to the Gym where students, be- " Kiss Me Kate." Don't miss this
tween buying tickets for the Car- entertammg afternoon! We'll see
nival games, will be able to prac- you in the Little Theatre at 1:9()
tice their latest dance steps for p.m. on April 7 for the puppet show!

Work 4 hours per day
10 A .M. to 2 P.M.

As Parcel Loaders
$2.75 per hour
If you are over 18 years of
age and ca n work these hours,
apply at

All members of the bowling
league are invited to attend this
trimester's bowling banquet, which
will be held on Friday, April 15, at
Charlotte's Restaurant, 808 Parkside (Near Central and Chicago). It We ask you to join with us in
will begin promptly at 6:45 P .M. sponsoring this all campus, educaMembers of t he league are invited tional event on March 31. Please
at no charge. Members may also tional event on March 31.
Your cooper ation is appreciated.
bring guests at the cost of $3.55
per guest.

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
1400 S. JEFFERSON ST.
Monday through Friday
9:00 to 4: 30

More On
Ca ..ol Snobel

Clark

On the bowling scene, only three '
more weeks of bowling remain. Still
riding high in first place are the
, ,
Trouble Makers with a 1½ game
lead over the second place VIP's
Carol Snobel, Sigma Kappa Epand also the third place Flyin_g silon's Sweetheart for 1966, has
Tigers.
been a well known member of our
student body for eight trimesters.
In the individual honors departWe were happy to see such a wellment, the past week was highlight- 11eserving
,.,
girl receive this honor.
ed by a 7· 8· 10 pick-up by Eileen Carol is a Psychology major and
Eisenberg and a 6-7 pick-up by Phil
will be graduating this December.
Kirkgaard and Frank Collins. Also
·
After graduation she plans to stay
Al Schultz rolled ten straight strikes
right here in Chicago and teach in
in two consecutive games.
the elementary schools.

As you probably alre11dy know,
the Civil Rights Movement under
the direction of Dr. Martin Luther
King, has moved into full force in
Chicago. The citizens of this city
met this news with varied emotions - some happy, some afraid,

thea t r e

enjoy our
special student
rate

50'

at all
times

for any college stu·
dent presenting I.D.
card at our box office ,

•
•

Carol has been a sweetheart to
more than one organization on
campus. She has been very active
in the sorority, LSA and she was
the founding president of Orchesis,
the modern dance club. We wish
her an enjoyable year as the fraternity's sweetheart and hope that
next year's sweetheart is just as
deserving;

e
•

•
•
•

diffe rent doubl e f ea tu re d ai ly.
open 7:30 a. m.- lalte
show 3 a .m.
Su nday Fil m Guil d
every W ed . a nd Fri.
is La die s Day-a ll gals
a cl miH ed fo r on ly 40c
little g al-le ry fo r ga ls
o nly
clark p arking - 1 d oo r
so uth
4 hrs. <;Sc-after 5 pm .

dark l madlson • fr 2-2843

-· ~ : ,
~

-

VOLKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE
Two great names for a never-failing course in economics

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

VWs WITH EXPERIEN CE
'54's to '65's

l. S. A.

SPANISH CLUB

STUDENTS!

In order that the students of this
school can become aware of what
will happen in Chicago this year,
the CRO has invited the staff of
S C L C (King's organization) to
spend a day at ITCC-N to tell students what the Civil Rights Movement is and what they can expect
from it.

CRO

1966

'

and most unsure of what to expect.

By Dan Kelly

l,

Special Consideration To Students

Parts and Labor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Days

Bring Your ID Card
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A Youns and Vibrant Land NEEDS
Young and Vibrant People
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waits for ou
Qualified graduate and undergraduate students between the ages of 19 and 30
can live and work for a year in Israel as pa rt of the new and exciting SHERUT
LA'AM program. DO YOU Q UALIFY? Call or Write.

D
D

Plea se send me informat ion about Sherut La' a m
Plea se send me applications for Sherut La'am
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Sch ool
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NEW FRONTIERS IN AN ANCIENr LAND

.

City, St ate

,

Telep hon e

~

Zip

.

mail to: SHERUT LA AM, 220 S. ~tate, Chicago, Ill.
6064
Room 1704
Telephone 939-6427
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A Week of Entertainment
'Mostly Mary Poppins'

Zenter Concert Enjoyed by All ·
Good Music, Humor

All in One

Concert Series Features .
Guild String Quartet

Meri,bers of Guild St,r ing Quartet with Dr. Berlinger (right) of
ITCC-N.

The Interim

Friday, April 1, 1966

College Qualilication Tests

Selective Service Exams
To Be Given Here

.. But the team needs your notes to st ay el igible.

Arrangements have been made1 to give the above examination in
the Little Theater from 8:00 A. M. - 12:00 noon on the following
dates:
Saturday, May 14th, 1966

You can just

Saturday, May 21st, 196e
Friday, June 3rd, 1966

take a flyer

PROCEDURE : Pick up your test a~plication form at any local draft board office. At this time, specify your test date and test
center from an available list. Deadline for Application: April 23.

over to

FOLLETT'S

Dr. Leakey Opens Anthropology

and get your

Series At ITCC-N( Continued from Page 1)
other near men that have existed
in the past became extinct, including Zinjanthropus and Australopithecus africanus.
But how did "modern" man
emerge? Professor Leakey feels
that he emerged when man went
one step beyond mere physical evolution and evolved, and is continuing to evolve in psycho-social
steps. Although man continues to
evol~e physically; 25 per cent of
the people today do not have third
year molars, and our little toe~
have become smaller with time. It
is the psycho-social developments
that have made "modern" man.
These steps began to develop
when man started to bury his dead
with beads and other decorations.
Man also became conscious of art
and music. This lead to the next
step-the decorative arts. To find
and make beads man had to drill
holes and in drilling he discovered
how to make fire. Professor Leakey
suggested that when man could
control fire he no longer had to be
silent at night to protect himself.
He then had an opportunity to talk
about topics other than food and
danger. To express creative and abstract ideas may have evolved in
this setting. Until this time language development was very slow

own study

because the people needed only a
limited vocabulary to cooperate in
the capture of animals for food .
Dr. Leakey concluded his lecture
with the thought that man will continue to evolve both physically and
phychosocially. What will become
of him depends greatly on himself
and his use of the psycho-social
tools he has available. He can continue to go forward or he can set
into motion the steps leading to extinction.
On Friday, April 1, 1966, the next
step in the emergence of modern
man, Urbanism, will be the subject
of a lecture by Dr. Frank Hole,
Professor of Anthropology Rice
University, Houston, Texa~. Dr.
Hole's talk will be titled "The
Emergence of Urbanism : A New
Dimension in the Human Experience."
.
Two m!)re lectures are planned
for this series. On Thursday, April
7. Dr. Manning Nash, Professor of
Anthropology, University of Chicago, will speak on "The Industrial
Experience and its Impact on
Man," and on Thursday, April 14,
Dr. Sol Tax, Professor of Anthropology, University of Chicago, will
lecture on "The Study of Man and
Its Implications in Today's World."
All lectures are held in the auditorium and begin at 8 p. m. They are
free and open to the public.

INTERIM DEADLIN'E
, April 4th-12 Noon

aids.

Follett's has study aids
for exam-cramming
and subject-di sting
Whether you're an eager beaver, or fair-tomiddling muddler, you'll get real educational
assistance from the outlines, digests, summaries,
and analysis of the experts on the subject.

Where would the
polo team be
without its
ponies?

We have all of the most helpful study aids Cliff's Notes, Study Master, Monarch, Barnes &
Noble and Schaum - in just about every subject
including chemistry, math, botany, zoology, and
almost all of the literary classics.
There are also Vis-Ed flash cards for quick
learning in math and the languages, as well as Data
Guide sheets containing a wealth of information
on such subjects as business law, math, English,
first aid - and even poker!
So, don't envy the quiz kids. You, too, can be
an expert - with Follett's study aids.

FEMALE ,- Caishiers
MALE - Stock Clerks
Convenient Hours

~

FOLLETT'S
NORTHSIDE BOOKSTORE
• 3417 West Bryn Mawr Ave.

For Our Discount Store at 4810 tt Pulaski
APPLY AT

FIRST DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
4200 W. NORTH AVE.

Dance Tonight
P. H. C.
Gymnasium
7:30 P.M.

Don't Forget ! !

MONDAY, APRIL 4th
Is the DEADLINE DATE for students
to turn in Curriculum Questionnaires.

THE
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• HAPPY NAME'S DAY TO DENISE KELLEY ••• EDITOR REHIRED W'ITH SIX YEAR CONTRACT
••• TRIBUNE HIRES DR. GUYSENIR

Interim Detects New Role For Sponsor
Theodore Banks Rehired

Ely 'Sherlock' Liebow

From the office of President Jerome Sachs came the announcement
this morning that Dr. TheodoI'e Banks II has been rehired by the college
and appointed to t he position of Dean of Men. The announceme~t came
after a closed meeting with the Board of Governors where Dr . Banks
was unanimously voted upon by all members.
'
Immediately after hearing the announcement, The INTERIM tried
to reach Dr. Banks for comment.
We were not able to contact him.
However, when Dr . Banks learned
that we had tried to reach him he
sent us the following telegraph:
"From Fairbanks, Alaska, STOP
to The Editor of The INTERIM,
STOP, Received word of appointment moments ago STOP Am not
aware of exact nature of appointment but am jett ing to Chicago
immediately STOP Should arrive
in Chicago late tonight STOP Just
a word of thanks to you for keeping me on your mailing list STOP
I enjoy reading your paper even
though I do receive issues several
·weeks late STOP Last issue I received bore the headlines "Wislinski lected President" STOP Am
happy to see that students are finally r unning ITCC-N. STOP Very
truly yours. Theodore Banks II.
Dr. Ted Banks II
STOP .

To Write New Series
Mr. Ely Liebow, who has been
the man behind The INTERIM for
longer than he wishes to remember, is in the process of writing
the second in his series of detect
tive stories. Mr . Liebow is capturing t he public eye by his unique
presentation of Rabbi Stanislawski.
Mr. Liebow was first inspired to
\\Tite this detective series after
the movie, "How To Murder Your
Wife ." In this movie Jack Lemmon
played the part of a cartoonist
who never has his cartoon charact er Bash Brannigan , do anything
t hat he hadn't done first . "This,"
Mr. Liebow believes," is the best
way to add realism to the story. I
feel exactly the same way. I'd never have Rabbi Stanislqwski do anything that I myself couldn't do."

Life Saving At ITTC-N
The problem of ITCC-N's "all too first aid to the unfortunate victim,
clear on a clear day" windows con- Chuck , as Mr. Ziagos has affectinue to mount.
tionately named him , would probably have been added to the list of
Almost daily, birds of various fatalities.
species have met their fate by run- The happy outcome of this story
ning head-on into the windows of is that Chuck has now become the
this college. Latest victim of the mascot of the gym department.
glass booby traps was this squir- "What will you feed him?'' our rerel.
ported asked. "Don't you fret ,"
Were it not that Mr. Gus Ziagos said Mr . Z." There are always
was on hand to give immediate plenty of nuts around this school. "

We asked Mr . Liebow how many
copies of his first book, "How Goes
It, Rabbi Stanislawski?" were sold.
''I'm not quite sure," he said, "but
I'm certain that at least 64 were
sold. It was required reading for my
Kiddie Lit. Classes."

Our reporter then asked Mr. Liebow for a short explanation of
what to expect in the Rabbi St anislawski series. "Well,'" he said, "I
suppose the primary point of the
book, discounting the few parenITCC-N has won a very coveted trays instead of cups and plates,
thetical comments or rather, I
award! On April 1, 1966 the Amer- frequent use of waste cans for
should say side line events which
ican National Dishwashers Society candy wrappers and left over
really don 't have too much to do
presented our school with the an- lunches, wiping up of spills on the
with the main story line but which
nual Collegium Cup for Cleanliness. floor by students and general cleaninstead were added more for color,
Each year this society sends out liness of the cafeteria.
or shall I say, for the purpose of
This year ITCC-N overwhelmingagents to check ori the lunchrooms
flashbacking on events which hapand cafeterias of each college and ly scored the highest number of everyone we have succeeded in be- leftover partly eaten sandwiches, pened to come into the story, which
university in the country. Points points and won first prize. Thanks ing the cleanest school in the land. four pop bottles, two bent spoons, by the way didn't really happen
are awarded for removal of dirty to a strong sense of responsibility
three shredded paper cups, and is while I was writing the story, but
ciishes by students, lack of papers of each and every student, pride in
An an award for our meritous crowned with one apple core. We which happened when I was at the
on the floors and tables, use of ash- our school, and the hard work of work the school will be presented are sure that each and every stu- last meeting of the Faculty Senate.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, with the beautiful Collegium Cup dent will wish to take a sip of And of course I think that the idea
£or Cleanliness. Made out of the champagne from this delightful of forming a Faculty Senate was
best restaurant crockery and stain- c-up at the gala award presentation a very good idea, in fact, I'm quite
less steel it consists of: Seven ceremony. Be sure to attend be- happy to be a member. I think it's
dirty dishes , three dirty cups, two cause your hard work has created about time that something like this
with cigarette butts in them, three this unique opportunity.
was formulated. For heaven's sake, ·
i-----------------------~------1 I think it should have come about
sooner. Hey, by the way, while I'm
The Faculty Senate has been re- port to duty in one of the several
thinking of it, did I tell you that
quested by President Sachs to form conference rooms in the beehive.
I'll be teaching a course in logical
ad hoc committees , to sudy he fu- Faculty members who claim fathinking next fall?"
ture growth of ITCC-N. These com- tigue must take a· physical before
mittees will "begin a study imme- they will be deferred from ad hoc
Asst. Prof. Gus Ziagos, ever
diately which would form a basis committee duty.
"If we allowed every Ass't. Pro- 1
for pointing the direction of the co1- One of the more important con- known for his fairness and modera- fessor around here who's a good
lege as well as provide a basis for. siderations of the committee will tion , gave one of the strongest Joe, or who has -sparked a lot of
operating and capital improvement ue the possibility of changing our speeches of his career here last low-organized games, or who has
school's name. Many faculty have night to a group of American Asso- put in a lot of late hours, to go up
requests in the next ten years."
in rank we would be forgetting
Since our faculty members have already begun work on this project ciation of University Women.
"There's an impending danger of true criteria of excellence. The dochad much experience working on and have made several suggestions.
Possible names for our school are: leniency among our faculty," said torate shouldn't be taken lightly.
ad hoc committees the Senate feels
that the faculty should be able to Great Lakes State College, Bryn Dr. Ziagos. "There's a movement If we wish to rise in the nation's
Mawr College, Prairie State, Lake- afoot to do away with the require- community of colleges, our various
"whip" through this project.
side State, Fort Dearborn, J arvis ment of the earned or honorary Promotions Committees should
The final report which will cover State, Windy City State, Stevenson doctorate before one can become an maintain strict standards."
every possible aspect of college State College, Great Lakes Charm associate professor," he went on.
Prof. Ziazos was well received
life from study-carrel biology 101 School, Charlies Place, Cook Coun- ''Hew did Harvard or Yale or Chito make-up for the TV classroom ty College, Iriquois College, North- cago become great institutions? by the scholarly group of ladies. In •
teacher 401 will be due on April 1, eastern University, Potowatomi They were regular bull-dogs when it the select audience was Prof. Helen
1967.
«Right now," he said, I'm playCollege, and Doggone U. With this came time to consider which facul- Bach, Dean of Women at the Ohio
Members of t h e previously partial list of suggested names it ty members should be promoted to l;niv. at Athens, where Dr. Ziagos ing detective on my own, along with
formed ad hoc committees will be is plain to see that the ad hoc com- the two upper ranks, " he added was given an honorary doctorate Mr. Segedin. We're both looking for
receiving draft notices with in the mittees will be quite busy in the quickly - 'always one who liked last week.
released time, so that we'll have
next week requesting them to re- months to come.
to answer his own questions.
some time to teach classes ."
E.M.L.

ITCC-N Wins
Coveted Awerd!

-Ad Hoc Committees
Recalled

Prof. Ziagos Addresses
AAUW Women
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Student
Sketch

Juan
' afecito'
I heard a buzzing from a group
of girls in the coffee shop the other day. Upon investigation I saw
a picture being passed around and
then many sighs, much oohing and
aahing, and then six girls fainted.
Would you believe it, six? Would
you believe, three? Would you believe one girl tripped?

The Interim

where, can I find him?" I asked.
I found him in the cafeteria discussing the finer points of coffee to
a "change-of-pace" drinker. "li
you think that's 'brisk,' " he was
saying, "you should tr y . .. "
And so the story unfolds.

Faculty
Makes
Special
Announcements

When J uan, "Cafecito," to his
friends, was a little boy living in
Brazil, his father's plantation was
plagued by mosquitos. So today, be
has an affliction to both tea and
mosquitos. You may have seen
him doing a television commercial, during which this affliction
can be readily seen.

Juan is the leader of the Spanish
Barbershop Quartet here. at ITCC-N.
"What is causing all the commotion?" I asked one girl eagerly. He is proud of this group which
With a glassy look in her eyes, she placed first place for three consecutive years in the nationwide Spanish Barbershop Quartet contest. "I
am confident we will win again
this year," he said. "Students may
purchase tickets for this event,
which will be held this Saturday
night from 7:30-7:45, from the
Quartet members or at the door of
his basement.

carefully swooned the n a m e,
"Juanny." " Yes , yes," chorused
several girls. " He's wun-der-full."
"And, oh so smooth," chimed in
another.

Page Seven

Juan is also a member-of the fraternity, Getyour-Kapsilon. He was
named the official " Dustcollector
of the Year" by his beloved "brothers" at a banquet held in his honor
recently. He is also the author of
the current, best-seller, In the Out
Door. " I am presently working on
another best-seller," he replied to
my questioning his plans. "And
then there's my campaign, 'Help
Stamp Out Mosquitos and Fruitflies.' "

Attention all students ! ! !
F aculty members wish to announce
the following items:
Dr. Kenny Williams will teach only
English Lite:r:,ature courses in the
future .

It was a good try anyway!

Hollywood Calls
Mr. Hoch

Mr. Ely Liebow is looking for a replacement as newspaper advisor
for this summer. He will gladly
take over again next fall when the
Interim is back to full staff load.
Mr. Sabin will gladly welcome each
and every student into his classes
no matter what time it is.
Miss Marilyn Ziffrin has several

split-in-half recorders available to
part time students. They are
slightly used-having spent several weeks on poster _boards.

Mr. Stuart Hoch, sponsor ofthe stage players, handed in his resignation today to President Sachs. This action took place short ly after Mr. Mr. Gerald Butler is looking for
Hoch received a collect telegram from Warner Brothers.
men students under 5 foot 7 inches
for next fall's basketball team.
A Warner Brothers scout, who attended the Children's Theatre production of " Cinderella," submitted Mr. Hoch's name to t he executives Mr. Mueller would like to share his
of Warner Brothers as ,his nominee for director of Warner Brothers up- solution to ITCC-N's parking probcoming production of "Batman Come Home.''
lem, ride a bicycle.

Hoch told an INTERIM reporter,
Dr. Stamps has announced that in
"This is a great opportunity for was hiking along the tracks in his spare time he will gladly serve
me. While I don't consider this search of the Olecanthus Myrtofil- on any future ad hoc committees
particular assignment exceptionthat will be formed.
ally. challenging, I hope it will at is. Reluctantly he showed us · his
Mrs. Ikenn of the activities office
least be the start of a long career." efforts to date :
I became excited, "Where, oh,
And so we leave "Cafecito," fol- He went on to say that if this movie
will offer a course in maze solving
I saw a patch of peppermint grow next September.
lowed by a herd of females who goes well, he will try to convince
Along the tracks ofthe B&O.
has latched onto another tea-drink- Warner Brothers to produce a play
The janitors have decided to stage
er.
which has for some time been dear ---------------1 a sit-in in the duplicating room beJoanne Suvanto
cause "if that room would stop
i--------------~ to his heart, "Escurial.''
producing the tons of announceOur reporter then asked Mr. Hoch
- .:ments they do each year then our
1
who he would like in the lead role.
work would be cut in half.''
" Well," he said, "of course I'll have
to see the script first, but I can The ANTHROPOS, who earlier Dr. Guysenier has declared that
Reprinted from a past issue of the
just picture Brando in the lead. And this year sponsored the American teaching students is a hard enough
Interim with some minor revisions
Prof. Roger Charlier, who was certainly, Dan Kahn would be a Indian Review, continue to have task without being expected to
and ac,Iditions.
just granted a special leave of a good possibility for the role of Rob- unfavorable repercussions; T h e teach iguanas. (Interim Editor
year, announced on Wednesday in."
problems began with a letter from please take note!)
Between the energetic high school ti at h" leave wi·11 be followed by a
1
1s
Gene Autry, who demanded equal Mr. Haas has announced that he
graduate and the fatigued Bachel9r sabbatical, that was just granted
time. Since that first letter, Anof Arts, we find a curious specimen by the Board of Higher Education. fer from White Sox V. P. Al Lopez thropos have been bombarded with will not keep any classes of his
called "A Student of ITCC-N."
"I am delighted to have two con- to scout the Yankees in spring a barrage of letters. Included later than ten minutes before the
ITCC-N students can be found secutive years off," exulted Dr. training.
among the disgrunted cowpokes hour.
anywhere-touring slums; helping Charlier, "but strangly enough I
Dr. Verbillion, largest sharehold- demanding equal time are: Tom Dr. Walker will teach a class on
been given a travel limitation.
Mix, Hopalong Cassidy, The Cisco organization and punctuality next
Ou t 1·n orphanages ·, studym'g biology have
.
t
th
400 ·1
er of AT&T n·ow that Billy Rose has
in their study carrels; working at ·I can no go more an
mi es
Kid, Annie Oakley, Wild Bill Hick- year.
going to serve as ok, and Lash Larue.
part time jobs; listening to lee- from Chl·cago · Sm'ce I have always passed awa·.:,
Mrs. Straz announces the cafeteria
tures; attending concerts; and (oc- wanted to see Springfield, my good special consultant to Ill. Bell from
Along
with
these
letters
of
comwill hire more waitresses to prost
nd
casionally) at home asleep. Presi- frie , Prof. Humphrey
evens May-Aug.
plaint and demand for equal time, vide taole service next year.
dent Sachs loves them, elementary will fly me down to Springfield in
school children hate them, instruc- his Piper Cub, and I shall observe · Dr. Berlinger leaves for New . came a letter of praise and supYork next week to attend an AAUP
The library staff announces that in
tors tolerate them. and heaven the sub soil of that area. I have al- convention concerned with Pleas- port. The letter read as follows : the future they hope to provide
(though some professors deny its ways wanted to see Springfield, ant a n d Profitable Committee "Anthropos : allow me to congratu- stimulating books like Thunderexistence) protects them.
even though it's near. Oh to be in
. coverage of ball, Matzaball and Tropic of Can1ate you on your fme
An ITCC-N student is Beauty, Springfield now that April's here. Meetings.
the American Indian. Speaking for cer for students enjoyment.
wearing white shorts ( a little
Prof. Lease is off on a threeProf. Betz, his grant renewed,
month
vacation in the foothills of will head back for the tracks in myself and Tonto, let me say Dr. Ellis has announced that she
soiled), a white blouse, and gym
the Ozark Country-to continue his thanks for a job well done. Grate- will teach a special · course in
shoes while doing callisthenics; Lockhaven, Pa.
Truth, sitting three seats apart in
Mr. Etten is off on a fast four- studies on the flora of Missouri. ,_r_u_ll_y_y_o_u_r_s_,_Th_e_Lo_n_e..--R_an_ge_r_.'_•_..._F_ru_ed_ia_n____p_sy__c_h_o_lo__g-'-y_n_e_x_t_y_e_ar_.__
the auditorium during an Earth week junket to St. Petersburg, He also wishes to complete his
Science exam ; and Wisdom, read- Fla., where he has accepted an of- poem-started last year while he
ing a copy of the Interim during a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---1
Art in SociE!ty lecture.
An ITCC-N student likes professors who give easy exams, the two
weeks between trimesters, Mrs.
Zimmerman's smiling face, Presi- 1. What was the name of Dale Evan's horse?
dent Sachs, and swimming with
2. What are the names of Mickey Mouse's nephews? (not to be conMr. Mueller. An ITCC-N student is
fused with Donald Duck's relatives) .
not much for the present curriculum instruction program, profes- 3. Who was rookie of the year eight times?
sors who assign busy work, the
present curriculum instruction pro- 4. Who captured King Kong ?
gram, the temperature in the audi- 5. Who was the original Mary Poppins?
torium, the present curriculum instruction program, professors- who 6. Who is Gladstone Gander?
have forgotten the first two letters 7. Is it true blondes have more fun?
of the alphabet, and the present
8. Who was known to have said "Don't cry, I'll be back again some
curriculum instruction program.
day.''
But years (rom now, when looking back at the years spent at 9. What was the record number of times Froggie the Gremlin stuck
ITCC-N, the · former student will
his tongue out on the Buster Brown show?
undoubtedly feel some nostalgia
when he hears those three little 10. How many copies of "Fanny Hill" have been confiscated from the
library?
One of the student government's busiest moments.
words, "Card, Stylus, Sponge."

Define
'A Student
Of ITCC-N'

Cowbor.s Want

Facutly
Travels

Equal Time'
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